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"The loveliest fleet . . . anchored in any ocean" Q4ark Twain)

Hawaii  is  the  world's  most  isolated  archipelago.     Originally  settled  between  300  -  800  CE,  the  Polynesians  are
descendants of the Lapita Culture.   A recently researched group, these were from Southeast Asia via the out-islands of
Papua New Guinea, speaking a language traced to Taiwan.

Fig #1   Cook Islands #358-360 issued Sept 17, 1973

Begiming around  1200 BCE they are credited with developing oceanic navigation by stars, currents, and studying the
steam/ask of distant volcanoes. (fig#  1)     Hawaii marks the apex of the "Polynesian Triangle", whose other points are
Rapa Nui a]aster Island) and Te Actearca (The Land of the I.ong White Cloud -New Zealand).

Fig #2 Penfhyn #96b @ottom right)
issued]an  19,1978

ArchaeoloSsts  dispute  the  exact  timing  and  number  of  settlement
voyages  to  the islands, but a consensus  accepts  habitation between 30
and  800  CE.     Sailing  northwards  from  the  Marquesas  Group,  the
Hawaiians    estabhshed    a    culture    based   upon   agriculture,    marine
resources, traditional relialon and a caste system   The "Ali'I" were the
chiefs of varying ranks who held secular power ("Mana") derived from
the gods.   "Kaliuna" included priests and physicians, while the  "Maka
Ainana" were  the  broad base  of society.   Vmages were  centered ion a
:Heiau",  temples  of wooden  and  stone  idols  Q7ig  #2)  and  the  `Hale
Ali'I", home of the chief and meeting house.   The "IIale Palu" housed
sacred musical instruments and accoutrements used in Hula, which was
once solely a relidous activity.       Fig #3)1    (on next page)
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Paye  # 2

From the Editor:

First  of all,  I  feceived  an  emall  from  the  Archaeolodrcal
Insrfute  of America  that  they  are  trying  to  orgalrize  an
lnternational Archaeology Day October 19th 2013.

Okay, you've noticed the front page.   This is the first issue
containing Pacific Islands civilization.   Plenty of illustrations
and  Hawaiian  stamps  from  more  than  a  century  ago.    I
actually had to learn to use the United States Specialized to
get as much information as I could on these scamps.

This issue gave me  scanner problems, but I think I've got
them hcked  now.   Had  a problem with editing the  scans.
Sure doesn't work like the "old" system.   In many ways it's
better.  This month I have to move the labels over.

I was glad  this issue came  together before  the deadline  so
everyone  gets  their  Holiday  Stamp  First  Day  Cover.    A
beaulful  poinsettia  graces  this  year's  stallxp.    I  like  single
design stamps, but how is it going to look on all those red
envelopes Christmas card manufacturers like so much?

Over  the  hohday  season  I  hope  to  be  able  to  work  on
gettirig some spare articles lined up, especially one and two
prge items which are always in desperate need.

Do  you  bave  a  favorite  archaeoloScal  site  that  has  been
iuustrated  on  stamps?     If  so,  now  is  the  best  time  to
communicate when you fill in the renewal form for the year.
And please vote for your favorite article, whether you collect
the topic or not.  We actuany have 3 people in this club who
collect Nubian Monuments.    Those  stamps  issued  to  save
the  Egyptian  sites  in  the  1960s.    Quite  a  few were  saved,
many were lost.  Buhen has actually appeared on a stanxp.

Since  several members  collect writing systems  on  stamps  I
have   included   the   starlxps   depicting   Saints   Cyril   and
Methodius  issued  during  2013  -  you've  heard  of  Cyrillic
writing?   They invented it and it was  named  for St.  Cyal.
Should  I  receive  an article  about the  development of that
paricular  alphabet  the  computer  already  has  many  good
iHustrations.

In New York City everyone is planning for 2ol6, which is
the next big international show.

OWASU is planning a meeting at the next APS show, which
will be held in Hartford, CT in August.   At least we have
been asked  if we are planning a  meeting.   As  you  fill  out
your  questionnaire  please  advise  if  you  are  planning  to
attend the APS show, or NTSS in St. Louis injune.

earoline
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Fig. #3,  Pineapple Post #PP19, Issued
1982, Mirisheet with Wahine with
floral hair wreath.

Fie. #4, City of Refuge Airmail FDC May 3, 1972 Franked with
Scott #799 King Kamehameha I, #C55 Alii Warior Map and Statehood
Star, and #C84 Kii Statue, Temple City of Refuge National Park.

`St"ffij#SLiife
Fig. #5, Scott 93b & 95b, issuedJan.19,1978,
Part of 4-stamp souvenir sheet shown on page 1.

Pngc   #  3

Fig. #6, Team Patch

<<  Fig. #4a, Postcard franked with
US#C84 issued May 3, 1972

Due  to  the  stricture  of  daily  life,  a
"Puhonun"    (City    of    Refuge),    an

enclosed temple complex Q]ig #4a)
gave  absolute  sanctuary  to  law  and
relialous offenders.   The most famous
is   at   Monaunau,   on   the   island   of
Hawaii,   known   locally   as   The   Big
Island,   and   is   part   of   the   U.    S.
National Parks System.

Through television and movies readers
will   be   familiar   with   artifacts   and
traditional   clothes.      Cloaks   for   the
Ali'I were made of feathers from rare
birds,  with  yellow   denoting  royalty,
and   red   for   priests.       Solid   colors
indicated    the    highest    ranks    while
mixed   tones   served   for   lesser/joint
authorities Gis #5)

A modem usage of these colors was in
the     emblem    of    The     Hawaiians
professional football team of the mid
1970s Gis #6 -team patch).
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Helmets could be feathered "Mahiole" pug #7) #42  issued by the Pineapple Post]an 11,1987, or a more common
type carved from a gourd Q]ig #8)2

Pineapple ltist  un77-1987

Fie. #7, Pineapple Post Minisheet,
Walfior in Feathered Helmet.

Fie. #8, Year of the Hawaiian cover  (`Ho'olcko" cover with Warrior in
Gourd Helmet, franked with 2 copies of Scott #C84 issued May 3, 1972.

Fig. #9, FDC United States Scott #2080, Issued March 12, 1984

The Kapu system was abolished in 1819 by Kamehameha 11 as a way of
preserving his finily's succession to the throne of now unified Hawaii.
A common device denoting the presence of denoting is the "Kahili", a
pole  mounted  cylinder  of  feathers  in  yenow,  red  and  mixed  color
schemes.   The sinister side supporter in the arms of the Kingdom @is
#10) square  holds a yellow Kahili for royal status.  They are prominent
in the throne room Gig #11 -color photo -   of the lolani Palace Fig
#12 illustrated on the following page).   Titled "Beaulful Bird" by King
Kalakaua  (1874-1891).  The  restored  structure  is  the  centexpiece  of the
Capitol complex in Honolulu.

Pao¢  # 4

Sacred and reserved areas were
marked      by      Kapu      Sticks,
wooden    staffs    topped    with
white  balls.   Related to Taboo,
Kapu  applied  to  temples,  ali'i
housing, and such esoterica as a.

prohibition  on  looking directly
at    a    paramount     chief    or
treading on his  shadow.    Two
Kapu  sticks upon yellow  fields
appeared  in  the  ams  of  the
Kingdom of Hawaii as they do
for the State Fig #9) Pineapple
Post 1983.

Fig. # 10, Coat of Arms, Kingdom of Hawaii
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Fig#12, Iolani Palace Postalcard, US Scott#UX81, Oct 1,1979

<< Fig. #13, Volcanic Eruption of Kilauea, Pineapple Post #PP28, Issued 1984

Polytheism in its broadest form was te Hawarians' reliSon.   God with whom readers
will be  finiliar   are Pele and Ku Kaili Moku,   goddess fire an volcanoes Fig #13)
PP28 1984 Volcanic eruption of Kilauea

Pele is invoked in times of eruptions to lessen lava flows towards farms and villages.
Her home, Halemaumau ¢Iouse of Everlasting Fire) is withn the caldera of Kilauea,
the active volcano on the Bin Island.   Visitors may show their respect by enrohing in
the "Hui 0 Pele" a?ele Society) Fig #14)  color certificate.

`.`           I      ,                                                                                                                                                                                                                (:!`\.L`,

';:-,...----i
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Fig. #14, Pele Certificate

Paye   #  5
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Fig. #15, King Kamehameha Monument  Postcard Reverse
Ijocated in Honolulu
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One of the four principal deities. Ku is the god of war and male pursuits.  The personal
god of the clan of Kamehaneha I, known as Kamehameha the Great Q]ig #15) postcard
irmge of capitol complex Monument and Fig #16 US#799 issued Nov 12, 1937, images
were carried into battle during the unification wars of the later 18th /early 19th centuries,
and were  said to  utter their war cry;  "E Ku Kaili Mokui"  q€u has  risen)3.    Fig #17)
Peurhyn #94b issued]an 19,1978.

Fig. #17, Grimacing
God, Penrhyn #94b

Closely related to eastern Polynesian langunges,
e.g.  Marquesan and Tahitian, Hawaiian has  17
letters,  including  5  vowels  in  both  long  and
short  forms,  and  seven  consonants,  plus  the
"O'kina     ===     (ending/separation)     which

indicates  a  glottal  stop  in  pronunciation,  e.g.
"Hawai'I"  of `Hawa'e"  (sea urchin)  Fie #18

Hawaiianalphabet).

Fig. #19, Pineapple Post #PP26,
issued 1983, Missionary Era
Printing Press with Alphabet

I         `                                               h'       '--~`.       --_iI•,,-r#aek!

•     ,,.            `£

`                        ,`       Aurgr                                               i

£,ii,)

--i-T``*                          ''t

Fig. #16, Statue of King Kamehameha, US #799, issued 1937

•r)J                i              i

Ali           '`  I.

i     i?           llfa           kk

C„  )dr                              -                                      p  l-

H=    i-,lil    ,`!-I-           --`,--i

7  rig   l€?ter  l`i    €   Sdi=',`:'jr   :€i3     .`+      :-'`i,   `:r-.,:  r   3     i,i:   ,ii?,I-       `-r,   ,i~,ri   |`^,`   =,tr~.`.   I.     `,     ,

Fig. #18, Hawaiian Alphabet

The limited alphabet gives Hawaiian an exceptionany high number of words with
multiple meanings.  Books in the language began with a dictionary compiled in 1805
by G. H. von Langsdorff, a naturalist on the Pacific exploration voyage of Russian
Captain  First  Rank  A.  Kmsenshtern.     Missionaries,  from  1820,  fomralized  the
hangunge  by  adopting  the  Latin  alphabet,  and  writing  grammars  which  included
letters  deleted  later  as  redundant  for  spelling/pronunciation  fig  #19  -  PP  26,
1988).   After a century and a half of decline, Hawaiian is taught in schools, and is
co-equal with English for government papers.

Westernmost of the eight principal islands, Niihau is a community of Native Hawaiians who speak Hiwaiian as their
primary tongue while English is  solely a supplement.   Niihauans personify a proverb, "I Ka Clelo No  Ke  Ola, I  Ka
Olelo No Ka Make", ¢n the Lapguage is Life and Death).
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Fig.#20, Hawaii #77, issued 1894

The  joumies  from  the  Marquesas  and  Tahiti  were  guided  by  following
"IIokule'a"   the   "Hawaii   Finder"   star   Q]ig.   #20),   known   in  western

astronomy  as  Arcturus  (Alpha  Bootes).    Sailing  in  latitudes  close  to  the
Equator, stars appear in vertical paths rather than the arcs familiar to more
northerly observers.   Hokule'a appears in the zenith and is among the first
stars taught to student navigators in stone canoes.   Sited with unobstructed
views,  these  canoes  provide  study  bases  for  those  memorizing  the  sky4.
Hina,  a  goddess  whose  sacred  Banyan  tree  provides  cloth  for  deities,  is
considered the  loveliest of all maidens, and gave  her name  to  "Mahina",
Each's Moon.  Rather than the Man in the Moon', Hawaiian nyth calls the
pattern Hina's  sacred tree.   In the Kuiper Belt, a realon of dwarf planets

beyond  Neptune,  "Haumea"  goddess  of fertility  and  childbich was  discovered  in  2003  as  the  fifth  largest  object;
accompanied by two tiny moons.

Fig. #21, St. Helena #314, issued    Fig. #21A, U.S. #C55, issued
Aug. 23,1977, Bayeux Tapestry      Aug 21,1959 Hawaii statehood
imnge of Halley's Comet

A       symbol      which       appeared       on
governmental      seals       derived       from
Kamehaneha  I's  Law  of the  Splintered
Paddle    (1797)    which    provided    legal

protection to travelers, especially women,
youths     and  the  elderly.     The  name  is
from   an   encounter   Kamehameha   had
with  fishermen  whose  catch  he  coveted.
The  court  Kahunas  convinced  him  that
the fishermen were right to resist his over
stepping of royal authority.  The Order of
the Splintered Paddle has been presented
to    naval   and   pchtical   notables   who
exemplify the Law's humanitarian ideals.

Astrology  played  its  role  in  local  culture,  an
example being the 1758 appearance of Halley's
Comet Fig #21), St.  Helerm,  #314.   Legends
of a notable  hick were  identified with Paiea,
scion of a warring clan on Hawaii.  Fouowing a
youth  hidden  from  tribal  conflict  and  family
losses,  he was  renamed  "Kamehaneha"  (The
Ijonely  One).    Five  of  the  Kings  of Hawaii
bore  this  name,  fouowing  unification  under
Kamehameha  the  Great  in  1810.    Fig  #21a
United States #C55.

Fig. #22,Kingdom of Hawaii Coat of Arms, Post card

The Kingdom (1910-1893) adopted a coat of arms of traditional form Fig #22) postcard.  The quartered shield features
eight bars for the principal islands, a device taken from the Kingdom; later State flag.   Gig #23) PP 7, 1979. (shown on
next page).
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Fig. #23, Pineapple Post, #PP7, issued
1979 Minisheet with State Flag & Map

Fig.#24, Hawaii, Scott #80
Republic Seal

Fig.#25, Pineapple Post #PP23,
Republic Seal,   issued  1983,

The  yellow  quatters  show  Kapu  sticks  recalling  traditional  authority.    The  green
inescutcheon bears, in gold, a Kahili and the halves of a Splintered Paddle.   Under
the Republic (1893-1898)  Fig #24)  Hawaii #80, the first seal retained much of the
orialnal, substituting eisht stare  for the Kapu sticks.   The second design Q]ig #25)
PI' 23, issued  1983, became the basis of the State Seal used since  1959  Fig #26).
The   Kahili/Paddle   is   now   the   Star   of   Statehood,   and   the   supporters   are
Kanehameha the Great and Lady Liberty holding a state flag.  The respect help by
all Hawaiians for their ancient culture is spoken of in the State Motto:
Ua Mau Ke Ea 0 Ka Aina I Ka Pono   (The Life  of the Land is Perpetuated in
RIghteousness)

Fig #26, State Seal
Endnotes
Pineapple Post was a series of labels with local themes issues 1977-1987 by Honolulu stamp dealer Craig Miyamoto.
"Ho'olako" a arm Enlishtened) was the theme of 1987's Year of the Hawaiian.

The classic text relating to local behefs and traditions is:  The Legends and Myths of Hawaii by His Hawaiian Majesty
King David Kalakaua, pub.1888
Further data on Polynesian astronomy and navigation may be found in; The Brightest Stars, Fred Schaaf ¢Ioboken NJ,
Wiley & Sons, 2008),  People and the Sky:  Our Ancestors and the Cosmos, Anthony Aveni QJew York; Thames &
Hudson, 2008),  Beyond the Blue Horizon: How Ancient Voyagers Settled the Far Flung Islands of the Pacific, Roff
Smith in National Georgraphic,  March 2008, pp 106-123.

Editor's Note:  All numbers given for stamps are Scott Catalogue numbers whether noted or not, except Pineapple
Post, which was a private entexprise.  This was done solely to save space.
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The history of the Thracians started in the early Bronze Age when archaeology shows
there was a change in culture due to peoples moving in from the Steppe lands to the east.
These  peoples  entered  lands  which  already  had  more  than  3000  years  of civilization;
sturdy square houses, towns, art, copper technology.

The Thacians were a group  of Indo-European tribes inhabiting a large area in Central
and  Southeastern  Europe  bordered  by  the  Scythians  to  the  north,  the  Celts  and  the
Illyrians to the west, the Ancient Greeks to the south and the Black Sea to the east.

The  Bulgarian capital, Sofia's, was  fist settled by a Thaacian tribe called the  Serdi who
settled there some 3000 years ago. Directly west of Sofia, in Kazanlak close to the Shipka
Pass a tomb was found dating from the Heueristic period, unearthed by chance in 1946
during the constniction of an air-raid shelter. The site was declared a UNESCO World
Heritage Site in 1979.

Bulgaria  UNESCO-emblem, honoring the 30th
anniversary of the discovery of the Thracian Tombs
at Kazanlak, Scott #2356, Dec.3,1976.

Bulgina,  Fresco from the
Thracian tomb of Kazanlck
Scott 3987, May 2, 1997.

The tomb dates from the Henenistic period, around the end of the
4th century BC.  It is located near Seutopolis, the capital city of the
Thracian king Seutex Ill.  The tomb has a narrow corridor and
round burial chamber decorated with murals representing
Thracian culture.  These paintings, or frescoes, are Bulgaria's best
preserved Hellenistic artworks.

The tomb at Kazanlck contains some of the finest and most well
preserved frescoes of Macedonian/Hellenistic act.
They are so dehcate that only scholars with authorization from the
Ministry of Culture may enter.

The Bulgarian countryside is dotted with Thracian burial mounds,
most of which remain unexcavated. They were erected by a society
that obviously thought it important to honor the iuustrious dead
with the construction of a fitting tomb, and may have practiced a
form of ancestor-worship which involved the deification of tribal
kings and chieftains.

Bulgaria issued a set of six stamps in 1963 The design of this set of stamps is interesting; although not in order of face
value in order to tell the story of the tomb:

Bulgaria, Frescoes from Thracian Tombs at Kazanlals Scott #1300-1305, Issued Dec 28,1963.
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Czech Republic  Zawis
Cross Issued May 3o,
2013.

<<  deft)   Bosnia (Groat)
Archaeology    -    issued
2013,
no   fucher   information
knoun    at    publication
ire.
<<  (dsht)    Bosnia  Serb
Edict  of Milan,  another
in the set issued 2013,
no   further   information
knoun.

Ceska posta issued a stamp illustrating Zavis' Cross. Zavis' Cross, a two-barred golden cross,
has been used as a reliquary since the Early Middle Ages. It was likely created between 1220
and 1230 AD. It is 70 cm high and 28 cm wide. The oridrnal height was 44.5 cm but a base
]mde of silver gilded with gold was added to the cross in mid-19th century. The figure of
Christ was also added later. Each side of both beams ends with a typical French three-leaf
lily (fleurrde-hs). The endre cross is studded with 44 precious stones and 174 pearls; the
goldsmiths conceived the elaborate setting to adieve symmetry in size, shape and colours.
The added base is garnished with 39 precious stones and 31 pearls from the local Vltava
river. Zavis' Cross is made of silver and covered with Arabian gold leaves. The surfuce is
decorated with filigree, i.e. a jewelry making technique using an elrha tin precious metal
wire. The technique was knowli as eady as 2000 BC. The original wooden core of the cross
was replaced with a silver plate dated 1775.

The front and rear sides of the cross are different. The rear side is decorated with enarneled
medallions with portraits of saints and thor names in Ancient Greek, i.e. Georgivs,
Georgcos, Paulus, Thorns, Theologus, Pe-trus, Ionnes, Demetrius and Athanasius. These
medallions cover the rehcs. The Rozmberk Chronicle describes one of the rehics as a piece of
Christ's cross used to crucify Christ. The same chronicle also mentions that shoddy before
his death, Zavis of Falkenstejn bequeathed this reliquary to the monks in the Cistercian
morustery in Vyssi Brod.

For fear of its beirig seized by the Nazi Germany, the cross was moved before the 1939 annexation of the Sudetenland
from the monastery in Vyssi Brod to Prague and deposited in the treasury 6f St Vitus Cathedral at Prague Castle. At the
end of the war, the Nazis spirited the cross to the Salzburg salt mines in Austria and hid it among other artifatts from
the whole Europe. It was found there by U.S. troops who returned it back to Czechoslovakia. In 2010, the cross was
placed on the hst of national cultural heritage.  Together with the crown jewels and St. Maunis rehiquary, it belongs to
the most precious gold arifacts in the Czech Repubhc. It is also one of the top 10 most precious church historical items
in the world.

Pap  # 12

South Korea, 50th anniversary Diplomatic
Rltions with Peru, Setenant Pair, issued
2013'
Seongsan uchulbong Peak qforea) an
Macu Picchu Peru) - Korean version,
Peru set shorn July issue.
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HONG KONG - World Heritage in China: Lijiang Town Souvenir Sheet
Issued Aug 21, 2013

Covering  a  vast  territory,  China  is  rich  in  natural
and cultural heritage. To date, more than 40 sites are
inscribed on the World Heritage List by the World
Heritage   Committee   under   the   United   Nations
Educational,  Scientific  and  Cultural  Organization
apNEscO>.

Hongkong  Post  has  issued  stamp  sheetlets  in  the
World   Heritage   in   China   Series   since   2012   to
showcase  some  of  the  many  natural  and  cultural
gems of our motherland.

The  Old  Town  of  Lijiang  is  featured  in  Stamp
Sheetlet  No.  2  of  the  World  Heritage  in  China
Series.   Lijiapg,   also   known   as   Dayan   Town,   is
located  in  Lijiang  Naxi  Autonomous  County  in
Yur- Province.

It occupies an area of 3.8 square kilometres on Yungui Plateau, which is more than 2400 metres above sea level.

First built in the  late  Song Dynasty and  early Yuan Dynasty  Gate  13th century), Lijiang is  a famous  ancient town set in an
idyllic landscape, embracing the picturesque scenery of a mountain city and a waterside village. Characterized by a harmonious
fusion of different architectural styles  of the Han, Bai, Yi, Zang and Naxi nationalities, the historical town is an important
cultural treasure trove for the study of Chinese architecture.

In  this  stamp  sheetlet, the  soaririg Jade  Dragon Snow Mountain is  used as  the backdrop.  The  cloud-wreathed  and snow-
_  capped mountain is the southernmost snow mountain in the Nochem Hemisphere. Its main summit reaches an altitude of

5596 metres, offering a spectacular and ever-changing view. On the lower left of the stamp sheetlet is Mu's Mansion. Situated
in the southwest comer of the old town, Mu's Mansion was orichally built in the Yunn Dynasty as the office of a hereditary
prefect surnamed Mu in Lijiang. It not only bears witness to the history of Lijiang, but also embodies the civilisation of the
ancient city. Featured on the stamp is Wanjuan Pavhion of Mu's Mansion. With a collection of well over a thousand volumes
of Dongba  scripture, Dazangjing @uddhist  sutra)  and  other  scholastic gems,  the pavilion houses  the  essence  of a  cultural
heritage  of two  thousand years.  The  100-Year-Old Bridge is portrayed  on  the  right of the  stamp  sheetlet.  There  are many
water courses in the old town and bridges of different sizes can be seen everywhere. Beirig near to mountains and waters, the
Old Town of Lijiang blends wen with the natural envirorment. Its scenery is most enchanting.

.ii±t,ti.,..,:i-.,.i::ii;,?L±
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-`       Indonesia -100th Anniv. ArchaeoloScal Insrfute 2013

2 stamps and Souvenir Sheet -Issued 2013, no further
inforrrmtion known

Paye  #  '3

<<     Germany    June    6,    2013    Diplomatic
Relations   with   Korea  Joint   Issue   Cultural
History  &  Architecture     -  joint  with  South
Korea;    Sun    Temple    Beyreuth,    fountains,
Hyangwonjong     pavilion,      Gyeongbokgung
Palace,  Designers  Matthias  Wittig,  jawYong
Shin
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Hungrry - Treasures of Hungarian Museum Limited Edition 3-D
Souvenir Pack with 2 S/S & 3D Glasses, Issued May 3, 2013

TREASURES OF HUNGARIAN MUSEUMS:
LAMP MUSEUM, ZSAMBEK

For the first time in the history of
Hungrrian stamp issuance, three
dimensional images made using the
anaalyplL or colour filtering, technique
are being released as part of the Treasures
of llungarian Museums series. These
unusual nriniature sheets require special
glasses with red and cyan filters. The
anggivph inge contains information for
both eyes but different colour fflters on
each eye block some from reaching the
left eye and some from the right eye,
which creates a stereoscopic or three
dimensiond e ffect.

The LampMuseum opened in Zsinb6k in 1979. Its collection of
over a thousand hghting devices includes simple oil lamps, candle
holders, industrial and domestic lamps, off and paraffin lamps,
lamps made from antique Chinese vases, and paraffin lamps with
bases made of Zsolnay majolica and Meissen porcelain. The
Museum was entered in the Guinness Book of Records in 1995,
and became a member of the Rushlight Club ¢ntemational
Association of Collectors and Students of Historic Lishtinal in
1980 and a member of the National Museum of Australia in
1983.A few precious pieces from the collection of the Lamp
Museum in Zsinb€k can be seen on the stamp. The new stamp
is released as a single stamp and also as a miniature sheet
containing four stamps. It is being issued simultaneously with
another stamp and miniature sheet in the Treasures of Hungarian
Museums series, the CalcitecrystalMuseum, Fert6rikos. Jo#rfe..
esestuslee.g/eo.irfo.bu, miapsanbe kunkl)u / mwapeuno le / lan|)anuapeum

The Calcite Crystal Museum is in Fert6rckos, a village located in
LckeFert6 cultural landscape, which is on the World Heritage hst.
The protected private collection presents the mountains of
Hungary and their sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic forms
of lock through two thousand calcite crystals of different colours
and shapes, and four hundred fossils. This collection, the only
one of its kind in the world, is part of Hungarian National
Cultural Heritage. A few precious pieces from the couection of
the Calcite Crystal Museum in Fert6rckos can be seen on the
stamps. The new stamp is released as a single stamp and also as a
miniature sheet containing four stamps. It is being issued
simultaneously with another stamp and miniature sheet in the
Treasures of Hungarian Museums series, the LampMuseum,
rz;s4ndh€!L i ource: esestwlee.gieo.irfo.I]u, halalhistdyo kbu / index.btml

Pay,  #  14

TREASURES OF HUNGARIAN MUSEUMS:
CALCITE CRYSTAL MUSEUM,
FERT6RAKOS
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Italy, Edict of Milan  Issued Apul 25, 2013             macedonia cultural Heritage Brass Artifacts  Issued Feb. 27, 2013
The Edict of Mhan established freedom of worship
and marked an end to relitious persecution

Macedonia - Slavic Alphabet
Saints Cyril & Methodius,

<< Issue date unknown, 2013

Cyrillic   is   derived   from   the   Greek   uncial   script,   augmented   by   ligatures   and
consonants from the older Glagolitic alphabet and Old Church Slavonic  for sounds
not found in Greek. It is named in honor of the two Byzantine Greek brothers, Saints
Cyril and Methodius, who created the Glagolitic alphabet eadier on. Modern scholars
believe  that  Cyrillic  was  developed  and  fomralized  by  early  disciples  of Cyul  and
Methodius.

Portugal - Ancient Jewelry from the National Museum of Archaeology,
Issued June 21, 2013

Paye   #  15
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Earig, Odernin 7th or
8th Century BC,  Bracelet
from loth or llth Gentry
BC,  Silver Gilt Phiale
with design showing the
myth of Perseus lst or
2nd Century AD,
Visigoth fibula from
Convent of Santa Clara
6th or 7th Centry AD
s/s -Torque Neck Ring
Vila Flor 3rd or 4th
Gentry AD

<<  Portugal Avicerma. s/s and stamp issued August
23, 2013.  The stamp depicts Avicenm holding a flower
and writing, the s/s depicts him examining a patient.
Designed by Carlos Possolo.
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Romania -Year of Emperor Saints Constantine & Helen issued May 21.2013
Edict of Milan 1700th armiversary,   Byzantine icon showing Constatine  and his
mother Helen;  Icon by Otili Michaail Otetelsanu.  Stamp designed by Mihai
Varnasescu.  Issued in sheets and miniature sheets.

<<   Russia, Chastening of the Kievian Rus Souvenir
Sheet Joint with Belanis & Ukraine (no mustrations
found), Issued July 28, 2013, 1,025th anniversary of Russia
becoming a Christian nation.  The design of the stamp is
taken from a painting by V M Vasnetsov.

>> Slovakia, same design As Vatican, - 1150th
Armiv. St. Cyril & St. Methodius Souvenir Sheet

Joint w/Bulgaria, Czech Rep. & Vatican

Ukraine,1025th Armiv. Christening of Kievan Rus Souvenir      Ukraine,1150th
Sheet Joint issue with Belams & Russia, may be issued
sane date, July 28, 2013.

Spain - Monastery of Son I.orenzo Deluxe
Souvenir Sheet, Issue date unknown at pubhcation

Paye  #  16

Amniversary of
Slavic alphabet

Bulgaria St Cyril & Methodius
same basic design as Slovakia
above and Vatican in]uly issue.

The  Royal Seat of San Lorenzo  de EI Escorial is an historical
Ire. sidence of the King of Spain, in the town of San I.orenzo de
EI  Escorial,  about  45   kilometres   (28 mi)   northwest  of  the
capital, Maded, in §peig. It is one of the Spanish royal sites and
functions as a monastery, royal palace, museum, and school.  It
is also known shorthand as E/Euno7Zcz/or the Ej\cioried

On November 2,  1984, UNESCO declared The Royal Site of
Sam  Lorenzo  of  EI  Escorial  a  World  Heritane  Site.  It  is  an
extrendy  popular  tourist  attraction,   often  -visited   by  de¥
trippers from Madrid - more than 500,000 visitors come to EI
Escorial every year.
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Vatican ciy, Edict o Milan, Join issue with Italy, issued 2ol3.                  Vatican city -Edict of Milan Joint with Italy

Now I).ws update
Albania (April Issue)  Rock Art Issued Oct 29, 2012
Scott #2928abc

United Nations - World Heritage, China Issued April
11, 2013
New York
1060, 1062aMogao Caves
1061, 1062d Imperial Palace Beijing
1062b Potala Palace, Lhasa
1062c Great Wan of China
10L62e Mount HLungshan
1062f Mausoleum of the First Emperor
Geneva
563   1.4Ofr
564  1.9ofr
Vienm
525 70c
526170

Merico, International Day of Native Language, The
languages of the Aztec, Maya and others Issued
March 13, 2013  Scott #2814

Curacao  (Apnd issue) End of Mayan Calendar Cycle
qarge gold s/s) Dec 21, 2012  Scott #96abc

Armenia  Ancient Artashat, Capital of Kingdom of
Armenia 185BC-120AD issued Oct 30, 2012  Scott
#913

French Andorra, Legend of Moixella Jar 12, 2013
Scott 712 (Apul issue)

Bosnia & Herzegovina (Groat) Edict
of Milan 2013 (Stamps commemorating the Edict of
Mlan were also issued by Sac Marino and Italy),
Issued  ]an. 26, 2013  Scott #280

Bulgaria,  Discovery of REan Kubrat
Funeral, Issued  Nov 7, 2012  Scott #4619

#.!1-
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Serbia, Edict of Mlan, issued April 5, 2013, Scott #623,
s/s 624
Enough stamps have been issued commemorating the
1700th anniversary of the Edict to make a nice one-
franer.

JVow I)@§ withoiit illusf[atioHs arallable
Bosnia & Herz C. Third Century BC Coins #275ab Oct 31, 2012 #275

`-Bos & Herz C. Mar 1, 2013 #282  Kulin (1163-1204) King of Bosnia

Bulgaria  Issued Dec 12. 2012 #4622 (ied with gold artifacts -check if shown in April orjanuary issue)
Diplomatic relations between Bulgaria & Kazakhstan Joint issue Kazakhstan Scott # not given
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utrchavloow i;alar_
HeadofddddeesAphroditeStatiieUnearthedinTurfey

Buried under set for hundreds of years, the goddess of love and beauty has some chipping on her nose and face. Researchers
thinkherpresencecouldshedlightontheextentoftheRomanEmpire'swidecultLrdinfluel]ceatthetimeofitspeak.
Archaeolodrsts  found  the  sculpture  while  wcking at  a  site  called Jintiochia  ad  Cragum  (Andoch  on  the  cliffs),  on  the
Mediterrmean coast. The researchers believe the regivn, which is dotted with hidden inlets and coves, would have beeri a
haven for Chicin pintes -the sane group who kidnapped]ulius Caesar and held him for ransom around 75 B.C.
But the pirates' reign ended when the Roman occupation of the area expanded. The city was officially estabhihed around the
time of Emperor Nero and flourished during the haght of the Roman Empire, researchers say.
The excavators had been looling for more parts of the large`st Romari mosaic ever found in Turkey: a 1,600-square-foot (150
square metets)  rmrble  floor elaborately decorated with geometric designs, adorning a plan outside a Roman bath.  During
flesh el'cavations this past summer, they found the statue head lying face-down. The researchers think the marble head was
ELely long separated from its body; traces of lime kihs have been found near the site, suggesting many statues and huliks of
stone would have been buned to be reused in concrete. |See Photos of Goddess Statue and Magnificent Roman Mosaic]
Past scholars have argued that southern Turkey's culture was too insular to be greatly impacted by Rome's reach and that it
was a peripheral part of the empire. But the presence of an Aphrodite sculpture suggests Greek and Roman influence had
become  mainstream in  far-flung  cities  like Jintiochia  ad  Cragun in  the  first  and  second  centules  A.D.,  the  excavation's
director Michael Ho ff, an art historian at the University o£ Nebraska-Lincoln, said in a statement.
Ho ff said Aphrodite's head is the fist fragment of a monulnental stone they have found at Antiochia ad Cragun over eight
years Qf digrfe."We have niches where statues once were. We just dich't have any statues," Ho ff said in a statement.  "Finauy, we have the

head of a statue. It suggests something of how tnainstream these people were who.were living here, how much they were a
pact of the overall Greek and Roman traditiofls."
The researchers also found other traces of Roman influence, such as a second mosaic adoming a building that looks like it
lright be a temple.
"Everything about it is telling us it's a temple, but we don't have much in the way of to whom it was dedicated," Ho ff said in a

statement. 'r\iJ'e're still arialyzing the finds. But the architecture suggests heawly that it was a temple."
Megan GannonLivescience, Sep. 21, 2013 at 12:38 PM ET

Have Archaeologi§t§ Discovered the Grave of Alexander the Great?
Experts find enormous marble tomb fit for a king in Greece The structure measures an impressive 500 metres long and three
metres high, which archaeologists behove could contain a royal grave.  ArchaeoloSsts have uncovered what could be the grave
of Alexander the Great at a site near ancient Amphipolis.  The warrior king - who ruled in the 4th century BC - was thought to
be buried in Egypt. But experts have now become excited after they uncovered a marble-faced wall dating from the time.
The  structure measures an impressive wall measuring 500 metres long and three metres high, which archaeoloSsts behove
could contain a royal grave.  The site near ancient Amphipdis lies 370 miles noch of Athens.

Site archaeoloSst Aikaterini Peristed has voiced hopes of finding 'a significant individual or indi`nduals' within,
A Culture Ministry statement has  enthused that the archaeolotists have parry el-ca`-ated a mound  that has  yielded a 'very
remarkable' marble-faced wall from the late 4th century BC.

Experts  believe  the  ancient  artificial  mound  could  contain  the  remains  of the  king,  or  is  at  least  an  important  royal
Macedonian grave. The news has captured the Greek public's imaSnations and many people are hopeful the site win solve the
mystery of where Alexander the  Great rests. However, Greece's Culture Ministry has warned against 'overbold' specul.tion
that archaeoloalsts are close to uncovering the king's remains.

Alexander Ill of Macedon, also knoum as Alelrmder the Great, was a king of Macedon, a state in northern ancient Greece.
He was born in Pella in 356 BC and was tutored by Aristotle unul the age of 16 and by the age of 30 he had created one of the
largest empires  of the ancient world, stretching from the lonian Sea to the Himalayas.   Undefeated in all his battles, he is
considered one of history's most successful cormnanders.   He succeeded his father to the throne in 336BC and inherited a
strong kingdom and experienced army.  Having been awarded the generalship of Greece, he commenced his father's military
expansion plans and in 334 BC began a series of calnpaigns that lasted 10 years.  He conquered the wbole of the Persian

(cont'd next p®

Png¢   #  78

The  head  of an Aphrodite  sculptur:e  was  discovered  in  southern  Turkey  during  archaeoloScal
excavations.

A group of archaeoloalsts has discomacd a life-sized marble head of Aphrodite while uncovering
an ancient pool-side mosaic in southen Turkey.
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Archacoloqii Codeii
Have ArcLaeologis-t§ Discovered the Grave of Alexander the Great?  (cont'd)
Empire but being an ambitious warrior, seeking to reach the 'ends of the world,' he invaded India in 326 BC but later turned

- back.  It is believed Alexander the Great died in Babylon in 323 BC before his plans to invade Afabia.
He is credited with founding some 20 cities that bore his name, including Alexandria in ancient Egypt, and spread Greece's

culture east. There are several stories about where Alermder the Great was buried after he suddenly died of a fever at the qge
of just 32 - although some beheve he was poisoned.   History tells that his body was laid to rest in a gold sarcophagus filled
with honey. It is said to have been taken to Memphis before Alexandria in Egypt where it remained undl late Antiquity.
Famous  Romans  Pompey,  Augustus  and julius  Caesar  are  all  said  to  have  visited  his  tomb  in Alexandria, with  Caligula
reportedly swiping the warrior's breastplate for a souvenir.
By Sarah Griffiths, 27 August 2013

Project to Protect Indian Megalithic Sites
The India State Archaeology Department will soon haunch a mega project to idendfy and explore pegalithic monuments lying
scattered a,cross  the Country. The initiative is a run-up  to a mission to identify and protect negalithic sites and artifacts  of
historical importance that go unnoticed and unprotected onprivate lands.

Experts and researchers will conduct the statewide exploration to identify the sites. The initiative comes in the backdrop of
the  linritations  the  department  faces  to  protect  monuments  in  areas  under  private  ownaship.   "Numerous  megahthic
monuments like rock-cut caves, muniyaras (dolmens), lain pillars and umbrella rocks are laying unidentified and unprotected
in different parts of the state," said Dr Premkumar, director of the Archaeoloalcal Department.

"A  survey  on  archaeoloScal  remains  in  two  panchayats  aocal  self-governments)  in  Idukki  district  has  already  been

completed. Many interesting findings have emerged out of the study and we will pubheh a record of the sites and  findiligs
soon.  Sirilar  surveys would be conducted in all  districts  and each  district will have a book on the  sites of archaeoloScal
importance, especially megalithic sites," Dr Premkumar added. "I have also submitted a proposal with detailed plan to buy and
protect megalithic sites tliat fall under private ownership. "

A detailed study was also planned to understand the archaeoloalcal history of Madayippara in Kamur.  "A rock-cut cave
was  found on a private land near the ]agannath Temple in Thalassery recently. Another site was found in Kozhikode,"  Dr
I'rem]unrar said. An archaeoloalst had visited the site near the jagannath Temple to assess the period.

- Edited from The New Indian Express (12 August 2013)

Evidence of Human Presence on Thames in 7,000 BCE
Rare  evidence  that humans  tived  on  the  River Thanes  aingland)  9,000  years  ago  has  been discovered by archaeoloSsts
working on the Crossrail project. A Mesolithic tool-making factory featuring 150 pieces of flint was  found at the turmelling
wocksite in W7oolwich.

Archaeolodrsts  said prehistoric Londoners were usirig the  site  to prepare river cobbles which were  then made into  flint
tools. Crossrail lead archaeolotist]ay Carver said: "This is a unique and exciting find that revels evidence of humans returning
to England and in particular the Thanes Valley after a long hiatus during the Ice Age. It is one of a handful of archaeology
sites uncovered that confirms humans hved in the Thames Valley at this time. The concelitration of flint pieces shows that this
was an exceptionally important location for sourcing materials to make tools that were used by eady Londoners who lived and
hunted on Thanes Estuary islands. "

Staring in 2018, Crossrail will link Maidenhead, Berkshire, in the west to Shenfield, Essex, and Abbey Wood, south-east
London, in the east.
Edited from BBC News, LBC.co.uk (8 August 2013)

Tomb of Ancient Noblewoman Discovered in Russia
Russian archaeoloalsts found the intact burial chamber of a noblewoman from a tribe that roamed the Eurasian steppes 2,500
years ago. The burial site found near the village of Fihppovha in southern Russia dates to the time of the Sarmatians, a group
of Persian-speaking tribes that niled in what are now parts of southern Russia, Ukraine and Central Asia from around  500
BCE until 400 CE.

The Sarmatians, often melitioned by ancient Greek historians, left tombs filled with golden and bronze artifacts that were
often looted by gravediggers.  But the burial site  found near Filippovka has not been robbed, Gulnara Obydennova of the
Institute of History and Legal Education in the city of Ufa said. "The find is really sensational also because the burial vault was
intact - the objects and jewelry in it were found the way they had been placed by the ancient nomads," she said.

_`      The woman's skeleton, in a vault 13  feet underground, was still covered with jewelry and decorations, and her left hand
'.ield a silver minor with an ornamented golden handle, Obydennova said.        Modern-day descendants of the Sarmatians

include Ossetians, an ethnic group living in the Caucasus reSoli that specks a language similar to Persian.
Edited from UI]I.com ¢ August 2013)
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Ar8hacoloq!i Codng _
3,500-yeaizild Rods Tombs Unearthed in Turkey
Ancteutrocktoinbsthougivtodatebackto3,500yearsagohavebeenunearthedduringanexcavationbeingcarFedoutby
the Bodnm Museum of Underwater Archaeology in the Ortakent district of Bod"m (Thckey).

Professor Y\isuf BoysaL the supervisor of the excavations, said his team so fu has found the remains of several tombs, a
canteen, a three-handled cup, a jug, a bronze razor, animals' bones, many pieces of alass and beads with different shapes.

The toinbs are believed to belong to the endy 'Mycenaean Greece Ill A' era, which was a cultunl pedod of Bronze Age
Greece  taking its  name  from the  archaeoloalcal  site  of Mycenae in northeastern Angohs, in the  Pelopormese  of southern
Greece.  The  tombs  also  revealed  human  and  animal  bones,  bronze  containers  and  many  different kinds  of pieces.  The
necropohe area has been taken under protection. The findings of the excavation may belong to the brorize age and also to the
Akha Hellenistic era.  The experts are still not sure if there was a settlement or not near the tombs.
Edited from Today's Zzurnan (2 August 2013), Hurriyet Daily News (3 and 6 August 2013)

'I'he Ancient Secrets of the Iresser Cyclades

e thousands of fragmented figures, now scattered in museums throughout Greece and abroad, testify that for at least three
centuries, Keros was an important place of worship. It is believed that the idols were placed in the sanctuary at Kavos during
religious rituals, and that today's Daskalio settlement was once the island's cemetery.

Vthat continues to remain a mystery to this day are the dozens of examples of rock graffro on the island of Irakleia, which
were etched across the island about 5,000 years ago using metal tools. According to the  island's  oral tradition, the etchings
were maps to buried treasures, created by pirates. Today, however, the local coin the barren landscapes and turquoise coves of
Greece's  Lesser Cyclades, a group  of tiny, unapoflt islands  hide the  relics  of an ancient past.  It was here  that the  Cycladic
culture flourished d\iring the Endy Bronze Age. Today, a tour of the islands reveals a surprising past, like the mysterious rock
paintings of Irakleia. Perhaps future excavations and research will unveil more about the past of the Lesser Cyclades and their
people, who chose to settle in isolated coves and atop cliffi, despite the fact that their only colmection to the mainland was by
Sea.

A  recent  decision  by  the  Central  Archaeolodrcal  Council  to  declare  areas  where  ancient  relics  have  been  found  as
archaEoloScal  sites,  aims  to  provide  protection  to  these  islands  and  their  historic  pasts.  These  protected  sites  include
underwater areas  off Vadi Limenari on  the island of Donoussa, where the remains of a forified settlement and cemetery
dating baclf to the 9th and 8th centuries BCE have been found. The islet of Daskaho, which archaeolodsts believe was once
connected to the cape of Keros by a narrow strip of land, has also been declared an archaeoloalcal site. Experts believe that
the strip of land, now underwater, may contain vital remains from the Early Cycladic period.

The now-abandoned isle of Keros first made headlines in 1963, when it was discovered that extensive inggal excavations
were taking phace on its western coast.  In 2006, Keros hit the headlines qgain, when the Museum of Cycladic Act bo`+sit a
portion of the Treasure of Keros, which consists of hundreds of fragmented figurines and other small items. According to
Bridsh archaeoloSst and excavator Cohn Renfrew, the community is striving to record and preserve this prehistoric graffiti,
even thouch its significance has yet to be understood.
Edited from Ekathimerini.com (5 August 2013)
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Have you visited out website recently?
A  membership  appncation  is  available  for printing,  so is  a  flyer  advertising our  club.    They  print  easily  for  those  of you
attending stamp shows around the country to leave at the literature table.
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